Differential response of interleukin-2 production to chronic copper supplementation in healthy humans
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ABSTRACT. Background. Copper (Cu) is an essential trace element for many biological processes including maintenance of both innate and acquired branches of immunity. Objective. To measure the effect of copper supplementation on IL-2 and TNF-α production in subjects with lower and higher ceruloplasmin (Cp) values within normal range. Design. Healthy adults (17 men and 16 women) with normal-low (low Cp) and normal-high Cp (high Cp) values were supplemented with 10 mg Cu/day (as CuSO₄) during 2 months. Method. Before and after supplementation blood mononuclear cells were incubated in the absence or presence of phytohaemagglutinin or lipopolysaccharide for induction of IL-2 and TNF-α, respectively. The secretion of cytokines was measured by ELISA. Cu supplementation did not modify classical biochemical markers of Cu status. Results. After supplementation, a significant increase in IL-2 production was found only in subjects with normal-low plasma Cp. Before and after Cu supplementation geometric mean and range ± 1 SEM values were 1,566 (1,287-1,905) and 2,514 (2,159-2,927) pg/mL, respectively (two way ANOVA for repeated measures: Cp level p < 0.001; time = NS; interaction Cp level and time p < 0.05). We did not observe changes in TNF-α production after Cu supplementation. Conclusions. Cu supplementation increased secretion of IL-2 and not TNF-α, which suggests an activation of proliferative but not inflammatory cytokines. These results support hypothesis that IL-2 may be a good indicator to identify a subgroup of individuals (polymorphism) who differs in Cu metabolism.
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Copper (Cu) is known to play an important role in the development and maintenance of both innate and acquired branches of the immune system [1, 2]. In animal models and cultured cell lines Cu deficiency results in a decrease of both numbers and function of lymphocytes derived from the thymus [3] and in lower antibody production in response to T-cell-dependent antigens [4]. The interleukin-2 (IL-2) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) are mainly secreted by activated blood T-lymphocytes and monocyte/macrophage system respectively, where both play a central role in regulating the host response to pathogenic challenges [5, 6]. IL-2 is responsible for progression of T-lymphocytes from the G1 phase to S phase of the cell cycle; TNF-α provides signals for T-B cells interaction [7] and activation of lymphocytes [8]. Inadequate Cu nutrition impairs the production of cytokines in different animal species. Mononuclear cells from lactating diary cows fed low Cu diets produced less interferon gamma when stimulated with concanavalin A [9]; copper deficiency diminished IL-2 synthesis by activated rodent splenocytes [10], mice splenic non-adherent cells [11] and Jurkat T-cell line [12]. Cu deficiency also affected the secretion of inflammatory mediator TNF-α in calve macrophages [13] and U937 monocyctic cell line [14]. In humans, impaired secretion of IL-2 receptor (a marker of early T cell activation) by peripheral blood mononuclear cells from healthy subjects who received a low-Cu diet has been described [15]. In recent years, several studies have searched for indicators sensitive to marginal copper deficiency in humans. Studies by Olivares et al. in Chile [16] showed that 25.6% of the adult population in Santiago was below the estimated average copper requirement (0.7 mg/d) proposed by the US Institute of Medicine, suggesting that a proportion of the Chilean population is at risk of being marginally copper deficient. Previous studies done by us have failed to demonstrate copper deficiency by using Cp, serum Cu and Zn-Cu-SOD as indicators of copper status [17], which may be due to lack of copper deficiency in the population or to lack of sensitive indicators of copper status. The effects of high Cu-intake on proliferative and pro-inflammatory cytokine production have poorly been understood in humans. We hypothesized those subjects with low ceruloplasmin (Cp) level, within normal range, may respond differently to copper supplementation. We further hypothesized that within the Cp distribution curve that represents the normal population, those representing the extreme tails will show a different response of IL-2 to copper supplementation. Thus, in this study we investigated...
the effects of a controlled 2-month copper supplementation on the production of IL-2 and TNF-α in individuals chosen from the ≈ 5% of the upper and lower values of the Cp distribution curve obtained in 800 apparently healthy adults.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Design and study group

This study is part of a larger protocol that assessed the response of several biochemical and urinary potential indicators of copper status to 10 mg of copper (as copper sulfate) administered as a single daily dose, for 60 days. Those results will be reported elsewhere. The 800 apparently healthy individuals screened for their serum ceruloplasmin protein were free of acute infectious/inflammatory processes (C-reactive protein in blood samples < 0.8 mg/dL), of chronic illnesses, of anemia (hemoglobin < 120 g/L for women and < 130 g/L for men), and of chronic multi medication that may interfere with the study. Potential participants received detailed information about the protocol and those who accepted to participate signed an informed consent prior to starting copper supplementation. This consisted of two 5 mg copper gelatin capsules (as copper sulfate), administered in a controlled fashion once per day, with plain tap water, between meals. Blood samples obtained by venous puncture were obtained within 3 days prior to and after copper supplementation. Fourteen and 19 individuals of both genders, belonging to the lower (low Cp) and higher (high Cp) decile in the Cp distribution curve obtained, respectively, formed the study groups. Participants were 25 to 45 years of age, balanced by sex. The protocol and the consent form were approved by the institutional Review Board on Ethics in Human Research, University of Chile, Santiago, Chile.

Copper status

This was assessed by means of plasma copper, plasma Cp and erythrocyte Zn-Cu-superoxide dismutase (eSOD). Plasma Cu was analyzed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry (Perkin Elmer Model 2280, Norwalk, Conn.), plasma ceruloplasmin protein was determined by nephelometry (Array Protein System, Beckman Instruments Inc., Brea, CA) and eZn-Cu SOD activity was measured using a commercial kit (Biosytech SOD-525 Assay, OXIS International Inc, Portland OR).

Cell studies

Blood mononuclear cells (BMNC) were isolated on Histopaque gradient (density: 1.119, Sigma Diagnostic, St. Louis, MO), washed twice with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and suspended at 4.0 x 10⁶ cells/mL in RPMI 1640 culture medium with gentamycin (Elkins-Sinn, Inc. Cherry Hill, NJ).

Induction of IL-2 and TNF-α

BMNC suspension was dispensed in 96-well flat-bottom microtiter plates (1 x 10⁶/well) in the absence or presence of phytohaemagglutinin (PHA: 10 μg/mL) or lipopolysaccharide (LPS: 1.0 μg/mL) for induction of IL-2 and TNF-α, respectively. Cultures in triplicate were incubated for 1 day at 37°C in humidified atmosphere (95% air-95% CO2). Supernatants were collected and kept at -70°C until cytokine assays. Determinations were performed in one batch to avoid inter-assay variations [18]. In vitro production of IL-2 and TNF-α were measured by using specific commercial enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA: R&D System, Minneapolis, MN). Results were expressed as mean picograms per millilititer (pg/mL) obtained in duplicate experiments.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using Statistica for Windows, release 4.5 (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK) and included two way ANOVA for repeated measures and Pearson correlation. Because the values of IL-2 and TNF-α had a skewed distribution, these values were converted to logarithms before performing mean, SEM and statistical analysis. Results were retransformed into anti-logarithms to recover the original units and expressed as geometric means and range ± 1 SEM range.

RESULTS

Participants remained healthy along the study period; daily home visits controlled copper ingestion and appearance of symptoms, revealing that participants remained free of clinically apparent infectious and inflammatory processes. Table 1 shows the indicators used to define Cu status. As expected, prior to supplementation both serum Cu and serum Cp were significantly different between the study groups (p < 0.001) but eSOD activities were similar. In agreement with C reactive protein, total leukocytes count was normal in all groups at both times of assessment. After

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Before supplementation</th>
<th>After supplementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Cp (n = 14)</td>
<td>High Cp (n = 19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum copper (μmol/L)*</td>
<td>12.2 ± 4.2</td>
<td>24.5 ± 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceruloplasmin (mg/L)*</td>
<td>255 ± 22</td>
<td>603 ± 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOD Activity (U/mg Hb)</td>
<td>84.1 ± 18.9</td>
<td>86.7 ± 45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukocyte (10⁹/L)</td>
<td>7.2 ± 2.0</td>
<td>6.7 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values expressed as mean ± 1 SD. SOD = superoxide dismutase. *p < 0.001 between groups before supplementation and after supplementation.
supplementation there were no significant changes of serum Cu, Cp protein or eSOD.

IL-2 production by PHA-stimulated BMNC was similar in both study groups prior to copper supplementation (figure 1). After supplementation, a significant increase in IL-2 production was found only in the low Cp group (geometric mean and range ± 1SEM in pg/mL = 1,566 (1,287-1,905) to 2,514 (2,159-2,927) before and after Cu supplementation respectively (two way ANOVA for repeated measures: Cp value p < 0.001; time = NS; interaction Cp value and time p < 0.05). No statistical sex-differences on IL-2 production in low Cp subjects were found before and after supplementation. There are not secondary effects on IL-2 production due to zinc and iron status. Number of responders for increased cell output of IL-2 to the Cu supplement were 11/14 and 4/19 in low and high Cp groups, respectively. In addition, subjects with low plasma Cp showed a higher correlation (r = 0.82, p < 0.001) between IL-2 levels before and after nutritional intervention than those individuals with high Cp (figure 2). TNF-α production by LPS-stimulated BMNC in supernatants of cells from both groups were similar between the study groups both prior to and after copper supplementation. Before and after supplementation, mean (range) values were 3825 pg/mL (2516-6689) and 4135 pg/mL (2561-6109) in low Cp volunteers, and 4358 pg/mL (1571-8176) and 4235 pg/mL (1564-9487) in high Cp group.

DISCUSSION

Results show that the 2-month Cu supplementation with 10 mg/day induced an increased of IL-2 but not of TNF-α production in individuals that represented the lower end of the Cp distribution curve obtained in apparently normal population. It calls the attention that this subgroup did not increase plasma levels of Cp after Cu supplementation. We only measured the protein concentration without evaluate the enzymatic activity. It is known that Cu deficiency affects preferentially Cp activity and in lower degree the protein concentration [19]. However, marginal copper deficiency in our volunteers was discarded since no changes in eSOD after Cu supplementation were found. A possible explanation is that individuals with low Cp represent a particular genetic polymorphism for driving Cu metabolism and they would have an increased oxidative stress, after copper supplementation that determines an increased IL-2 production. Recent studies demonstrated that oxidative products like hydrogen peroxide promoted IL-2 production in cultured Jurkat T cells [20]. Future investigation could clarify these alternatives.

It has been difficult to estimate dietary recommendations of copper. Former figures of 1.5-3.0 mg Cu/day [21] have been challenged because a large survey of copper content in the diet showed that up to 30% of the diets measured were below recommendations, however, no apparent copper deficiency was observed in the population [22]. Rec-
ommendations published in 2001 lowered the recommended daily dietary allowance for Cu to 0.9 mg/day [23]. With increasing epidemiological evidence indicating a role for suboptimal Cu status in disease, accurate assessment of Cu status in human subjects is becoming a pressing challenge. Unfortunately, it is not clear yet what are the earlier and biologically relevant effects of marginal copper deficiency, and what indicators should be used to detect them. Traditional biochemical markers of Cu status including Cp protein levels (reference values: 200-350 mg/L) and serum copper (reference values: 11-22 μmol/L) have proved to be insensitive to marginal decreases in Cu status [24] and unresponsive to Cu intake [25].

IL-2 is the main mediator responsible for activation of T lymphocytes, and its measurement would be a good immunologic biomarker of Cu status [26]. However, effects of high intake of Cu on this cytokine activity in humans are under current investigation. In our study, we observed a significant increase in IL-2 production after PHA stimulation in BMNC among individuals with lower Cp. This change could be related to increased IL-2 mRNA expression, since this correlation has been consistently associated with Cu status in animals and cell lines [12, 27]. Recently, Turnlund and co-workers found diminution of plasma IL-2 receptor (IL-2R) levels after long-term high Cu supplementation [28]. In this study increasing 3 doses for more than 5 months in healthy young men were administered, while we used a unique dose for 2-months in healthy adults from both sex. Taking together, these results suggest that high Cu intake affects differently concentration of IL-2 and density of IL-2R on the cell surface. The significance of these findings on T cell proliferation requires further research.

The effect of Cu status on pro-inflammatory cytokine production is not well documented and some controversial results have been described. Lukasewycz and associates [29] found that IL-1 production by splenocytes and peritoneal macrophages isolated from mice with sufficient Cu status was lower than in Cu deficient mice. Production of IL-1 and TNF-α by isolated peripheral blood monocytes from Cu-deficient calves was not affected by treatment with a dietary Cu supplement [30]. In the present study, we observed no changes in TNF-α production after controlled Cu exposure suggesting that supplementation did not induce an inflammatory response. Recently, other authors neither found significant changes in normal human plasma IL-6 after long-term high Cu intake [28]. The fact that Scuderi [31] demonstrated an increase of TNF-α production by normal human monocytes that were in vitro cultured with increasing concentrations of CuSO₄ is probably due to the high-non-physiological concentrations used. Under the present regimen of Cu supplementation, improvement of IL-2 production may reflect activation and effector activities of host-defense cells. Further studies are needed to evaluate whether low copper doses given during longer periods can influence the TH1/TH2 cytokine pattern in subjects with lower or higher Cp values. Investigations using purified populations of cells, as well as evaluation of other lymphocyte functions like proliferative response are required to confirm and widen our observations. Finally and since Cp influences on the level of expression of T-lymphocytes markers, it would be desirable to know if this plasma protein also contributes to IL-2 secretion and the possible mechanism(s) involved in this process.
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